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ABSTRACT: Wireless sensor networks have sensor nodes which can process the input data from attached sensor s. 
The results are transmitted wirelessly to the transit network. Large number of applications are widely benifited from 
such networks making it vulnerable to threats. It is becoming a growing area for research and development as wireless 
sensor networks are used in military, surveillance, etc. Security for WSNs are very important as the nodes are not 
physically protected. In this paper, we analyse the various security threats available for WSNs. In this paper, a novel 
technique for providing faced by WSNs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) have become increasingly one of the most promising and interesting areas over the 
past few years. These networks may be very large systems comprised of small sized, low power, low-cost sensor 
devices that collect detailed information about the physical environment. Each device has one or more sensors, 
embedded processor , and low-power radio and is normally battery operated. Examining each such single device 
individually, might appear to have small utility. Different types of network topologies such as star, tree, mesh etc are 
used for communication in WSN. Intrusion is characterized as a set of actions that leads to either an unauthorized 
access or an alteration of the existing system. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a dynamic monitoring system 
used to identify, examine and observe violated activities. It discovers breach and illegal access to confidentiality, 
unavailability, authorization, authentication, integrity and network resources  In a cluster based  hierarchical 
approach, concentration of sensor nodes forms a cluster and one  node among them acts as a Cluster Head and is 
normally denoted as CH. It is assumed to have a larger battery and acts as a supervisor node for communication 
between other nodes. All CH in the network are connected to a Base Station (BS) which is a single decision making 
authority as shown in the following figure 1. 
 

 
Figure  1  
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There are various protocols for intrusion detection system in WSN. This paper analyses several existing protocols that 
are currently being used for IDS in WSN. Also it proposes a new technique used for intrusion detection in  WSN. 
 

II. SECURITY ISSUES 
 

The following are the security threats available to the wireless sensor networks. 
2.1 Routing Threats 
The simplicity of many routing protocols for WSN make them a easy target for attacks. Karlof and Wagner in a paper 
classify the routing attacks into the following categories: 
1.Spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information : 
While sending the data, the information in transit may be altered, spoofed, replayed, or destroyed. Since sensor nodes  
have only short range transmission, an attacker with high processing power and larger communication range could 
attack several sensors simultaneously and  the transmitted information may be modified. 
2. Selective forwarding 
In this kind of attack a malicious node may refuse to forward every message it gets, acting as a black hole or it can 
forward some messages to the wrong receiver and simply drop others. 
3. Sinkhole attacks 
In the Sinkhole attack, the goal of the attacker is to attract all the traffic. Especially, in the case of a flooding based 
protocol the malicious node may listen to requests for routes, and then reply to the requesting node with messages 
containing a bogus 
route with the shortest path to the requested destination. 
4. Sybil attacks 
In Sybil attack the compromised node presents itself as it is multiple nodes. This type of attack tries to degrade the 
usage and the efficiency of the distributed algorithms that are used. Sybil attack can be performed against distributed 
storage, routing, data aggregation, voting, fair resource allocation, and misbehavior detection. 
5. Wormholes 
Wormhole attack  is an attack in which the malicious node tunnels messages from one part of the network over a link, 
that doesn’t exist normally, to another part of the network. The simplest form of the wormhole attack is to convince 
two nodes that they are neighbors. This attack would likely be used in combination with selective forwarding or 
eavesdropping. 
6. HELLO flood attacks 
This attack is based on the use by many protocols of broadcast Hello messages to announce themselves in the network. 
So an attacker with greater range of transmission may send many Hello messages to a large number of nodes in a big 
area of the network. These nodes are then convinced that the attacker is their neighbor. Consequently the network is 
left in a state of confusion. 
7. Acknowledgement 
Some wireless sensor network routing algorithms require link layer acknowledgements. A compromised node may 
exploit this by spoofing these acknowledgements, thus convincing the sender that a weak link is strong or an dead 
sensor is alive. 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 
 

3.1. Formation of Cluster-Head 
In our model, we have used a technique to create the clusters  as mentioned in [1][2] which is called  Cluster-First, 
secure and distributed cluster formation protocol. Each of the cluster will have a separate cluster-head(CH). When all 
the nodes need to send data to a distant base station, energy consumed will be very high. So when we use cluster-first 
protocol, it will reduce the energy consumed in transmitting data. By exchanging information with 1-hop neighbors, 
normal sensor nodes are divided into mutually disjoint cliques, in which all the nodes can directly communicate with 
each other. This protocol guarantees that all the normal nodes in each clique agree on the same clique membership 
under the attacks from both external and internal malicious nodes. When this protocol  is  used, malicious nodes can 
be distinguished from normal nodes when their behaviours do not sink with the normal ones. Also it helps in 
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removing inside attackers that deviate from the protocol.  The protocol uses four steps in creating clusters. When an 
inconsistency is detected, an extra fifth step is used whisc explained as follows. 
1. Each node computes its local maximum clique after  
exchanging neighbour lists with its neighbour. 
2. Each node exchanges its neighbour list with its neighbour, compares its local maximum clique with that of 
neighbour and updates its local maximum clique. 
3. The updated clique is exchanged between neighbours and the final clique is derived. 
4. The derived final clique value is passed between the neighbours. If no inconsistency is detected, it terminates 
successfully. 
5. If any inconsistency is detected, it removes the malicious nodes from the network and it is restarted. 
Malicious nodes may employ different methods to compromise clique agreement among normal nodes. Our protocol 
can prevent external attacks by using (unicast and broadcast) message authentication. Thus, a malicious node cannot 
use a fake identity in the above described  protocol without grasping the keying materials. If malicious nodes 
broadcast the same false messages or keep silence to all the normal neighbors, they cannot introduce clique 
inconsistency. Malicious nodes may send inconsistent messages in different steps. Since such attacks generate the 
same impact on all the normal neighbors, they cannot  introduce clique inconsistency either. Therefore, clique 
inconsistency only results from sending different messages to different normal nodes, or launching silence attacks 
from malicious nodes. 
 
3.2. IDS for Clustering-based Sensor Networks 
Su, et al. [5][4] propose two approaches to improve the security of cluster-based sensor networks using intrusion 
detection systems. The first approach use a model based on authentication, which can only resist outside attackers. Its 
basic technique is to append a message authentication code (MAC) to every message. Each time a node wants to send 
a message it appends to it a time stamp and a MAC is generated by the pairwise key or individual key depending on 
the role of the sender (cluster-head, member-node, or base 
station.  An another scheme called Energy-Saving offers protection against outside attackers. This approach focuses 
on detecting misbehavior both in member-nodes (MN) and in cluster-head nodes (CH). Member-nodes are monitored 
by cluster-head node since every MN sends its data to its CH. When a misbehavior is detected the CH broadcasts an 
alarm 
message encrypted with the cluster key to restrain this specific node. CH monitoring is done with the following 
algorithm. First the CH decides which nodes are energy capable of monitoring the CH. This is achieved by sending 
messages querying the energy state of every MN. CH ignores the nodes with low energy and divides the remaining 
MNs into groups. Every group then monitors the CH in turn. At 
any moment only one group (the active group) is monitoring the CH. When a misbehavior is detected at least by X 
monitor nodes, then the CH is revoked. 
 

3.3. Intrusion Detection System 
We have used  Mobile Agent Based Hierarchical Intrusion Detection System (MABHIDS) proposed by [5][6] which 
provides two tiers of security in WSN. In order to provide two tiers of security we have installed Musk architecture 
[6][7] on each Cluster Head (CH). We have modified the MUSK architecture in order to behave as mobile agent. This 
architecture works as the Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) as well as Local Intrusion Detection System 
(LIDS) on WSN. We have used  two threshold frequencies. The threshold 1 is set on each CH for the normal activity 
of the network and threshold 2 is set on each sensor node for its normal activity. 
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Fig. 2 MUSK Architecture [6] 

 
NIDS: The different agents of Musk architecture [25] works as NIDS which is installed on each Cluster Head (CH) 
within a network. The NIDS capture the data packets along the path to identify an intrusion activity. The modified 
form of Musk architecture is shown in the Fig.2. This architecture is comprises of three agents: Analyzer Agent (AA), 
Coordinating Agent (CA) and Management Agent (MA). When the CH detects an intrusion it sends a copy of 
Analyzer agent (AA) to the victim node. Therefore AA is mobile in nature. The CA and MA are preset in the CH and 
they are fixed. 
Analyzer Agent (AA): The Analyzer Agent (AA) is used to monitor node activity. It is a mobile agent and installed on 
each CH in the network. When CH discovers an intrusion it sends a copy of AA to the suspicious node. The AA uses 
victim resources in order to verify the occurrences of intrusion. The AA generates a Norm Profile (NP) and check the 
threshold 2. If there is a deviation from the threshold frequency the AA generates an alarm and notifies the CH. The 
CH calls the Management Agent (MA) for analysis. 
Management Agent (MA): The Management Agent (MA) contains a sub unit called Decision Unit (DU) for the 
analysis of intrusion. The DU maintains the database of already occurred intrusions. When an intrusion occurs the CH 
calls the MA for analysis. The MA activates its DU that searches in its database whether this intrusion happens in the 
past or not. The database contains the predefined stored intrusions along with the decisions. If the match occurs 
against the pre stored intrusions then DU performs already stored decision and informs to the CH. If there is no such 
entry in the database then MA informs the Co-ordinating Agent (CA) regarding the occurrence of novel intrusion. 
Coordinating Agent (CA): The Coordinating Agent (CA) performs two basic functions i.e. generate Intrusion Report 
(IR) and Update Rule (UR). When CA receives a novel intrusion message from MA it sends to IR. The IR forwards 
this report to the Base Station (BS) regarding the occurrence of intrusion. The BS is a centralized decision making 
authority against the intrusion. It makes a decision on novel intrusion and sends it to the Update Unit (UU). The UU 
generates new rule against that intrusion and send it to MA. The MA saves the intrusion in the database for future 
use. If the same intrusion happens again the DU searches the database and performs the already stored decision. 
LIDS: The Analyzer Agent (AA) is a mobile agent and works as LIDS. When NIDS in CH deviate from its threshold 
1 it generate an alarm informing the occurrence of intrusion. The CH makes analysis and identifies the sensor node 
that is generating abnormal traffic. The CH activates its mobile AA and send to the victim node. The AA works as 
LIDS and uses resources of the suspicious node for identifying the malicious activities. The AA informs the CH either 
the suspicious node is victim or safe. If the node is victim the CH that takes appropriate action upon that activity. The 
copy of AA is only send to the suspicious node instead of installing LIDS on each sensor node. 
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3.4. Working Paradigm 
We set two threshold levels for intrusion detection, one for Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and other for 
Local Intrusion Detection System (LIDS). Threshold 1 is set 
on each CH over the network and works as the NIDS whereas  the threshold 2 is set on each sensor node and works as 
LIDS. The initial intrusion detection is performed by NIDS which detects the normal rate of packet arrival and 
departure. In case of deviation from threshold 1, the CH triggers the mobile Analyzer Agent (AA) over the link where 
deviation is occurred. 
The AA will visit the suspicious node and acts as Local Intrusion Detector (LID) over there. The AA will use the 
resources of suspicious node to investigate its behavior further. This investigation is based on threshold 2. If 
suspicious node is found the victim the AA will update CH. The CH inform its sub agents i.e. Coordinating Agent 
(CA) and Management Agent (MA) that will take appropriate action to prevent rest of the network from intrusion 
either by minimizing the communication with the victim node, reducing the trust value on the victim node or by 
cutting its communication from rest of the network. Otherwise, the AA informs the CH that the suspicious node is not 
the victim; it is a safe node and unusual but harmless activity has taken place. 
 

V.ADVANTAGES 
 

The Major advantage our proposed approach is that it  provides two levels of security by using resources of sensor  
network optimally. It also reduces the workload of Cluster Head (CH) and provides enhanced security. As in existing 
schemes CH is responsible for all computation pertaining to the intrusion detection activity in member nodes of the 
CH. Whereas in our proposed scheme CH triggers the AA for suspicious node on its every unusual activity. The AA 
uses suspicious node’s resources in order to declare it either as a victim or safe node. In this way CH resources are 
saved as compared to the existing schemes. Another benefit of our approach is infrastructural reduction as we do not 
need to install LIDS on every node rather mobile agent acts as a LIDS on suspicious node. This enhances the overall 
life time of the sensor network. 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The resource restricted nature of WSN demands a more sophisticated and secure security mechanism for these sorts of 
networks. There seems an inverse relationship in better security and optimum resource utilization of network 
resources in existing security schemes of WSN. In this research article, we have proposed a security model which not 
only provides good level of security but it also uses network resources optimally for the provision of better security. In 
proposed approach, we have proposed a two tier security model for WSN. The NIDS and LIDS are involved in 
providing two tier securities. The NIDS is installed on all CH whereas LIDS is based on mobile agent. The LIDS is 
activated whenever CH found any node suspicious. The CH issues LIDS for further scrutiny of malicious activities of 
suspicious node in order to affirm it as a compromised node. The LIDS uses resources of suspicious node. So the 
proposed scheme provides better  security against intrusions in WSNs. 
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